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After five years in Iraq, two terms of Bush, consensus on global
warming, and the state of the economy, how strange to have mere
intimations of disaster. Yet art in spring 2008 has started to nurture
dread, loss, and mourning, without altogether excluding hope. One could
call it political art, but only insofar as politics extends all the way from
spiritual unrest to the fate of the earth. Writing in 1964, Harold
Rosenberg called art after Warhol "the anxious object." Now anxiety is
back big time, and sometimes it is even fun.

Someone joked that the only good thing about the remake of The War of
the Worlds was the destruction of Bayonne. Joy Garnett paints her own
disaster movie, and Deborah Brown has the sequel, set right here in
greater New York. With Paul Chan, vital memories of 9/11 blend at
once into the Last Judgment and the stirrings of nature. With The 7
Lights, he turns a stifling museum interior into seven windows on the
world, while putting the light itself under erasure.

For Meg Webster, a
well-judged
Minimalism can set
the artist above almost
any issue you may
have in mind.
However, the last
word goes to artists
who still worry about
specifics. Lucien
Samaha offers a hazy
unease, but he sets it
in downtown Beirut.
Juan Manuel
Echavarría in turn
offers hope of a common humanity, but amid the political divisions of
death squads and a drug war.
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The chosen

Lucien Samaha, says his exhibition title, "is uneasy about Beirut"—as if
decades of peace, love, and understanding were about to unravel. Where
others might see midnight, he photographs a twilit city, and he welcomes
the nostalgic as well as ominous side of twilight. Houses share their
silhouettes with vegetation, ambiguously the symbol of an abandoned
city or of life. They bathe in warm shadows, while clouds have an
unnatural brightness amid the sunset glow. A utility pole displaces the
frame for another touch of unease but also stabilizes the composition
bombed-out buildings and empty landscapes. Samaha is lying in a
burned-out basement with the full moon in his eyes.

But not a real moon,
for the nostalgia
extends to his pace
and technique. He
works constantly but
needs a push to
complete an
exhibition. He
underexposes film so
that he can shoot in
daylight, the cinematic
technique called la
nuit américaine, or
day for night. The
term already stood for
old Hollywood
memories when
François Truffaut used it for his 1973 movie title. Samaha also uses a
blurred focus, before processing the image digitally, adding a lumpy
grain.

The results look just gorgeous enough to demand a reality check, and
that is not necessarily a weakness. They have something in common
with the overlaid codes on photographs of the Middle East by Walid
Raad, photos of toy soldiers by Brian Conley, and, in the 2008 Biennial,
Walead Beshty. In each case, a clinical technique mixes with personal
memories. The illusion of a rubbery texture also recalls Richard
Artschwager's paintings in Rolotex. Again Samaha flirts with an
appropriation of someone else's deliberate banality. One can accuse the
artist of sentimentality, but one must also accuse oneself.
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